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1. Introduction 
A queueing network is a collection of stations in which jobs proceed from one to another to 
satisfy their service requirements. Queueing networks have enjoyed increasing popularity over the last 
two decades as models for telecommunication networks, computer systems, and fiexible manufacturing 
systems. These applications frequently feature situations in which a number of parallel queues have to 
share a common pool or are attached to some joint processor. 
Product form results for queueing networks and their relationships with notions of partial balance 
have been extensively studied over the last two decades [4,6,7,8,12,14,17,23,34]. For exponential net-
works with a fixed routing, no blocking and station independent servicing the product form is a com-
mon feature. For networks with blocking or load dependent servicing the results are much more restric-
tive. The product form is generally restricted for exponential networks with finite queue size constraints 
provided the routing is completely reversible while the servicing is load-independent [1,2,11,17,26]. 
Although blocking results with nonreversible routing have been reported [11,12] various situations with 
capacity constraints remain open such as with a routing which is only partially reversible. Conversely, 
for exponential networks with fixed routing and no blocking, product form results have also been 
reported with station interdependent servicing provided the service rates at a particular queue are 
defined by a special functional form [7,17,33]. 
These product form results for exponential networks, remain valid for networks with non-
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exponential queues (insensitivity phenomenon) provided at these queues a detailed notion of partial 
balance is satisfied per position or per job (local or job-local balance). This notion is guaranteed when 
the service discipline is symmetrie [3,7,8,17] or satisfies a more general service invariance condition 
[ " ] • 
The network model under consideration has not been covered by the above references as 
i) it includes a blocking due to common constraints of collections of parallel queues, 
ii) it allows service interdependencies within such collections and 
iii) it does not require reversibility of the routing all over but only where blocking can occur. 
The literature on systems with parallel queues is rather extensive due to their practical interest but 
has been restricted to commonly shared pools with assumptions of Poisson inputs and exponential ser-
vices [9,15,19,20,29,30]. Under these assumptions product form results have been established. In prac-
tice, however, exponential services are rather restrictive and input stream such as in closed systems are 
t 
usually non-Poisson. 
This paper aims to extend the above results to non-exponential services and no Poisson input 
requirements and interdependencies of parallel queues both in rejecting and servicing jobs. The main 
results of this paper are: 
i) An insensitive product form expression ' 
ii) A concrete blocking and service invariance condition 
iii) A number of new product form examples with the novel aspects of: 
a) A general interdependent blocking of parallel queues 
b) A general interdependent servicing of parallel queues 
c) A reversible routing only where blocking can arise 
The proof of the product form result is straightforward and self-contained as based upon verifying 
particular balances. The insensitivity is concluded by the notion of balance per job and an intermediate 
step with mixtures of Erlang distributions. Although it is a Standard result, this latter step is included as 
it does not require essentially more work while it makes the proof self-contained. The presentation is 
restricted to closed queueing networks. However, the extension to open queueii,_ networks is 
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straightforward. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the various model protocols. The 
essential invariance condition on the blocking and servicing protocols is presented in section 3. The pro-
duct form result is derived in section 4. Several examples which illustrate the invariance condition on 
the blocking and service protocols are given in section 5. Evaluation and a list of symbols concludes 
the paper. 
2. Network Description 
The system consists of N stations having multiple servers and M fixed number of jobs. There are 
T possible job types where T is allowed to be infinite. Each station s has Q(s) parallel queues, for 
s =l,...,N. A job entering station s requires service at one of these queues depending on the present 
type number of the jobs, q(s,t). After completing service a job of type t at queue q(s,t) of station s 
goes with probability p,';J to the queue g'(s',i ') of the station s' and changes its type to t'. For later 
convenience we assume without loss of generality that pl'y = 0 for all s,s',t,t'. The job can be 
rejected by the destination station *' based upon the present job configuration at that station. This 
blocking and its protocol will be described in section 2.1. Various queues at a station provide service at 
interdependent service rates as will be described in section 2.2. The service allocation to the jobs at a 
queue is governed by a queueing discipline-which will be described in section 2.3. In section 2.4 we 
specify the service distributions. 
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Blocked [1-A (t| n ) ] 
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Figure 1. Structure of Station « 
2.1. Blocking Protocol 
Let n, = (n,1 , n,2 , .... , n/) denote that n\ jobs of type t are present at station s, for 
t =1,2 , . . . , T and s =1,...,N. Suppose that a job of a type t' completes service at station s' and requests 
service at station s with its type number changed into t, while the current configuration of the jobs 
already present at station s is given by n,. This request is accepted with probability 
A(l I «.) 
and the job is allocated to queue q at station s. If the request is rejected, the job retains its type 
number t' and has to restart a new service at station «'as a new arriving job. Note that the rejected job 
has to be accepted by the source station. 
This blocking protocol is known as the rejection [l, 2] or Type III [24] or also as communication 
blocking [17,26]. 
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One may observe that the function A,(q(s,t) \ nt) allows the blocking probability of a type t job 
to depend on not only the total number of type t jobs (such as due to a capacity constraint at the 
corresponding queue q(s,t) but also on the number of jobs of other types (such as due to a common 
in-or output channel). This multi-type dependent blocking will be restricted by a general invariance 
condition in section 3. 
2.2. Service Ra.tes 
If station s is in state n, = (n,1 , n,2 , • • • , n, r) denoting that tij jobs of type t are present at 
one of its servers t =1,2, . . . , then the number of jobs at each individual queue is given as each type-£ 
job has a corresponding queue number q(s,t). (Note that more job types may be allocated to the same 
queue). 
The rate at which queue q provides service can be specified by 
* . ( ? I n) 
where we assume that this function has eïther the value 0 if there are no jobs at queue q or has posi-
tive value otherwise. 
Note that by this definition we allow the rate out of one queue to depend on the number of jobs 
at other servers (such as due to a common accelaration if the total number of jobs at station i exceeds 
some threshold). The server dependency will be restricted by a general invariance condition for block-
ing protocol in section 3. 
2.3. Service Disciplines 
Consider a queue q at station « while the job configuration at the station is given by 
n, = (n,1 , n,2 , • • • , n,7). Let xp be the number of jobs at this queue and note that 
$,(q | n) is the total amount of service provided at this queue per unit of time. 
Then the service allocation to the individual jobs at this queue is governed by positions as follows: 
The xp jobs are positioned at l,...,xp. Then 
r«,?(p I n) is ^e fraction of the total amount $t(q | n) assigned to the job at the s-th position, 
p = l,...,xp. 
<5«,?(p I n) is the probability that the last entered job at queue q from the jobs present has been 
assigned position p, p = l,...,xp. 
When a job at position p completes its service the jobs at positions p+l, . . . ,xp shift to positions 
p,..,xp-l. When a job is assigned position p, the jobs at previous positions p,...,xp are shifted to posi-
tions p+l,...,a;p + 1. We assume hereby that 
E r..,(p |n) = E «.,, (? |») = 1 (i) 
p p 
We will distinguish two types of service disciplines. A discipline is said to be non-symmetric when 
it adopts the above description without further conditions. A discipline is said to be symmetrie when in 
addition 
r , , , ( p | n) = <5,,,(p | n) p =l,...,xp + 1 for all n (2) 
Let S be the set of all symmetrie queues. The term (non)-symmetric corresponds to the definition 
in Kelly [17]. Various practical disciplines can be parametrized in the above manner [17]. Most notably 
are the Standard BCMP disciplines [4]: 
• FCFS: First Come First. Served ( ^ S ) 
• PS-1: Processor Sharing single server ( 6 S) 
• IS: Infinite Servers ( G S ) 
• LCFS-PR: Last Come First Served Pre-emptive Resumé ( € S) 
2.4. Distribution Functions 
The service distribution of a job of class t at station s depends upon the service discipline of its 
queue q(s,t) and has a distribution function of the form. 
E{1 , / / , , ,) for q{s,t) è S 
• Gl = | oo ( 3 ) 
Y^ ai{k) E{k,v? for q{s,t) E S 
where E(k,a) denotes an Erlang k-distribution with mean k/a and where al{k) denotes the probability 
that the distribution consists of k successive exponential phases with parameter i/ assuming 
2 a* = 1. Hence, 
/*«,« 
for ?(«,«) 4 5 
£ al(k) E{k,vl) for ? ( M ) € S 
(4) 
is the mean service requirement of a type i-job at station s while 
[ E «.'(*)] 
is known from the renewal theory [18] as the stationary excess probability of V residual exponential 
phases up to a next renewal in a renewal process with renewal function G> for q(s,t) 6 S. Informally, 
the function (3) requires all jobs at a non-symmetric queue to have an exponential service with one 
and the same parameter regardless of job type, while a job at a symmetrie queue may have a general 
mixture of Erlang service distributions depending on its job type. The restriction to these mixtures will 
be used in section 4 to justify a Markovian analysis. The proof of our results will thus be established for 
these mixtures only. It is well-known, however, that any nonnegative probability distribution can be 
arbitrarily closely approximated by these mixtures (in the sense of weak convergence, [10]). Based 
upon Standard weak convergence limit theorems for the probability measures of the sample paths on 
appropriate so-called Z)-spaces [3,13,35], the insensitivity result can therefore be extended to arbitrary 
service distributions. 
3. Conditions 
First it is to be noticed that the routing probabilities p", the possible changes of job types and the 
blocking functions A(. | .) together with the blocking protocol will exclude certain configurations which 
are given below. Let R be a set of all reachable configurations iV =(ni,....,ïï^) with a given starting 
configuration N" = {n{ , .... , n^) and exponential sojourn times with unit mean at any queue for any 
job. We assume R to be irreducible. Throughout of this paper, we will restrict our attention to 
configurations within R. We define a station configuration n, admissible if there exists a configuration 
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within R with n, restricted to station s. We are now ready to present our conditions. 
3.1. Partial Reversible Routing 
The routing probabilities from one station to another are subject to a partial reversibility condi-
tion. Informally, it requires the routing to be reversible whereever jobs can be rejected, but it allows 
arbitrary fixed routing probabilities where jobs cannot be rejected. More precisely, without loss of gen-
erality, assume that there exists a unique probability distribution 
{ \g for s =1,...,N , t € {1,2,...,T) } satisfying the traffic equations 
X.' = E *.''' P# (s=l,..,N; te T) (6) 
Then additionally we require the following Partial Reversibility Condition: 
For any station s and type t such that for some admissible configuration n, and queue 
q = q(s,t): 
Ml l«.) < 1 (7) 
we have 
X.' V% = X.'i' vl'\ for all s',t' with p£ >0'. or p$* > 0 (8) 
Note that the Standard reversibility condition [17] requires equation (8) to hold for any (s,s',t,t'). 
While in our case it is required only for a subset satisfying equation (7). Note also that our partial 
reversibility condition, equation (8) has merely to do with routing in contrast to the quasi reversibility 
[17]. 
The reason for including this partial rather than global reversibility condition is twofold: 
i) It allows us to simultaneously analyze systems with as well as without blocking. Even without 
blocking the results of this paper are new as they involve a service interdependence of parallel 
queues. 
ii) New examples with blocking but a global non-reversible structure can be covered. Blocking results 
in the literature either require a reversibility all over the network [1,2,13,17,26] or provide a gen-
eral non-reversibility routing condition but exclude for instance first come firsi - n f d queues 
[ i l ] . As an example we give the following non-reversible structure where we ..i <>nly one-job 
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type so that we can delete job type specification and consider stations with only one queue 
41 
Transition probabilities are: 
Pl2 = 7>23 = Z>39 = P 3 2 = ? 2 1 = P l 4 
p,;- = 1 otherwise 
1/2; 
Figure 2. 
satisfies (6,7 afid 8) with 
A 2( l | n2 
1 for n2 < N% 
0 for n2 = Af2 
Xi = X2 =^z = 1/6 
Xy = 1 / 1 2 for all j ^ 1,2,3 
while it allows a finite capacity constraint at the central station 2. 
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3.2. Blocking and Service Invariance Condition 
In order to present a general condition upon the in terdependent blocking and servicing at a partic-
ular station we need to introducé some notation. We will focus on a fixed station s. For a vector 
n = (nl,n2, . . . , nT) with n1 + n2 + • • • + nT = n denoting that n jobs are present at station s of 
which n ' are of type t, t = 1 , 2 , . . , T . Le t T(n) be the corresponding vector with the first n 1 com-
ponents equal to tx, the first type numo^r t in increasing order with n* > 0, the next n 2 equal to t2, 
the second t with n ' > 0, etc. Conversely, for any given vector of type numbers (j\ , j 2 , ...,jk ) let 
""(ii) • • • i ik) t>e foe vector of corresponding numbers nt of jobs of type t = 1 , 2 , . . . Fur thermore 
th roughout for a given n u m b e r n, at station s, let m, = (m,1 , • • • , m,* '^) denote the corresponding 
queue sizes m/ at queue q =l,...,Q(s) and let m, = m,1 + • • • + m^'> = n, be the total number 
at station s. 
Invariance Condition: 
For any station s, any admissible vector n, (a t station s) and with T(nt) the corresponding queue 
size vector of size n, the product 
TT AM{s,ik) I n(i\,-,3k-i)) , . 
k-i $.{<l(s>ik) \n(ii,-,ik-i,3k)) 
is invariant for all permutat ions 
Uu- • • Un) € f ( n , ) (10) 
This invariance product is denoted by 
P,(n,) for n > 0 
while we introducé 
Pe(n) = 1 for n = 0 
Informaliy, this condition requires that it does no t matter in which order the jobs of the various 
Al I.) types arrive if we consider ^ , ' ]'! as state dependent arrival rate. 
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i) Note that as we have required $ , ( ? \n) > 0 for any queue q and n, the functions A„(. |.) must 
necessarily be positive for reaching any admissible vector n,. We will have, however, A,(. |.) = 0 
when the acceptance of a next job would lead to a non-admissible state vector. 
ii) (Decoupl ing) . Clearly, the invariance condition is guaranteed by separately unifying the invari-
ance of the products 
I Ï ^ . (?(«.*) I»(J'I > - . i - i ) ) (ii) 
and 
O *.(«(«>*) l * ( / i , •• -,3k-i)) (12) 
• * — i 
for all permutat ions (j\,...,jn) € T^n",). Although examples can be found for which (9) holds 
while (11) and (12) fail, the conditions (11) and (12) seem much more realistic as they decouple 
blocking and servicing. We will therefore restrict our examples given in section 5 to (11) and 
(12) . 
iii) (Convex Blocking). An important subclass of blocking satisfying the invariance condition (11) is 
obtained by assuming that A,{.\n,) depends upon n, only by m,; the vector of queue sizes 
??!•!, m2 , . . . . by 
ƒ 1 if m, + e» E B, 
AAq I n.) = \
 n ., (13) 
where me + e/ denotes the vector equal to m, with one job more ( + sign) or less ( - sign) at 
queue q and where B, is a set such that 
m, = ( m 1 , . . . , m < ( , ) ) € B, • m, - t] — B, (for all q) (14) 
that is, blocking arises only to prohibit departures from B, where B, satisfies (14) . Due to [9,16] 
we call such blocking coordinate convex. The verification of (11) is immediate as accessible states 
ne are necessarily restricted to B, so that the product (11) is equal to 1 for any accessible state n, 
regardless of the chosen permutation. 
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4. P roduc t F o r m Solut ion 
In this section we will derive the insensitive product form results. As different stations, queues, 
positions, job-types and residual service amounts need to be specified, some notational complexity is 
unavoidable. Let 
v=[ vuv2, ••-,?„} 
with 
V, = [ Q\ , Ql • • • , QQ(.) ] - for (
 5 = 1,..,JV) 
where 
Q: = [(*'.., , r'.,f') , • • • , ( C r . r . » ] for (g =l,...,Q(s)) 
to denote for each station s and each queue q at this station tha t m, i ? jobs are present at this queue of 
which the job at position p has a job-type n u m b e r tf^ and a residual n u m b e r of exponential service 
phases rf\q. Fur ther , for a given state V let 
V + [S',q'} (t',p',r')- [a,q] (t,p,r) 
be the state that differs from V in that the job at position p in queue q at station s with tf„ = t and 
rf, = r has moved to position p' in queue q' at station «' with # y = t' and r' ,i
 qi = r ' . Here it is to 
be noted that for a job at a non-symmetric queue the number of residual exponential service phases is 
necessarily equal to 1. Similarly, for a given vector nt = ( n , 1 , n,2 , • • • , nj). Let -
•n, _+ e1, 
denote the vector that differs from n", in one job more ( + sign) or less (- sign) from type t. Finally, 
recall that q(s,t) is the queue n u m b e r for a job type £ at station s and that 5 denotes the set of all 
symmetrie queues . 
Now we are ready to present the two main theorems of this paper. The first theorem is the key 
theorem which contains detailed information than needed. The second theorem is more practical conse-
quence of theorem 1 and shows the insensitivity property. Now let us assume that there exists a 
unique stationary distribution II(.) for the V process restricted to an irreducible set R . 
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Theorem 1. With C as a normalization constant and P,{.) defined by (9) we have 
n(V) = c n p.(w.) f n (x.r'] ( n (-^-)ms',) { n ï ï ^ *?•• K J } us) 
Before presenting the proof, let us give a direct consequence of this theorem. Now let 
N = (TTJ , n2 , ...,njv) 
where 
n, = (n , 1 , n,2 , ...,n]) 
to denote that n,' jobs of type t are present at station s for all possible t and «. By Standard calculus or 
from renewal theory [18] notice that for any s, t: 
£ Rtir) = 1 (16) 
Therefore by summing over all possible numbers r =rf i J of residual exponential phases for any 
p,s,q and by disregarding the specification of pósitions p for the jobs individually, we can conclude the 
following main- result from theorem 1. It shows that the steady state joint queue size vector has a pro-
duct form and is insensitive for symmetrie queues. 
Theorem 2. With C as a normalization constant, the steady state distribution for admissibie states is 
given by: 
ii(N) = c n p.(*.) i ri (x.r*] ( n (ir-)"'") f n (o^'} (17) 
f=i l (=4 > U f S A*«,, J l { t / , ( , , ( )es} J 
In the following we present the proof of theorem 1. 
Proof. 
By virtue of the Markovian structure of the V process it is sufficiënt to verify the global balance 
(or equilibrium) equations, [18, pp. 92]. These require that the total rate (or probability flow) out of 
any state due to a change at any of the queues q =l,...,Q(s) for s =1,...,N, is equal to the rate into 
that state due to a change at any of these queues. However, this in turn is guaranteed if for each queue 
q 6 {l,...,Q(s)} and for 5 =1,...,N individually, we can establish: 
14 
The rate out of any state due to a change at queue q = 
The rate inlo Ihat state due to a change at queue q 
(18) 
In the following we will verify (18) for non-symmetric and symmetrie queues, respectively. In 
particular, for symmetrie queues we will even establish (18) by 
The rate out of any state due to a change at position p at queue q = (19) 
The rate into that state due to a change at position p at queue q 
Now consider a fixed state V and station s € {l,...,iV} 
i) Nonsymmetric Queue. Consider a fixed queue q G {l,...,Q(s)} and for convenience let 
t(p) =<.",, for P = l , . . , n , 
The rate ou t of state V due to a change at queue q is given by 
n(^) .* . (? |« . ) -^ . . ,« [ E r.,f(p-|n,)] (20) 
p 
The rate into this state due to a change at q is equal to 
' E ( E E n ( ^ + [s',q(s',t')) (t',p',l) - [s,q] (t(p),p,l)) • (21) 
p y «',«' p' 
* . ' ( ? (« ' , « ' ) I " . •+ e«t;) • r . ' . , K 0 (P'\n.' + e'J) • u\', •
 Pffl')} > 6,t1(p |n.) • A,(q \n. - «.'<>>) f 
' E ( E n{V+[s,q}(t(p),p',l)- [s,q] ( * ( p ) l P , l ) ) . / i . , f • 
P ( P' 
• * . ( ? | n . ) " r . , , ( p ' | n . ) • f E PW i 1 - A,, {q(s',t')\nt, )}] 5 . , , ( p | n , ) f 
i'here 
wlien 
Now first recall tha t 
v
,< = /*«',?(«', t') 
>',«') JS 
A,(q\n,- e^) > 0 
for any admissible nt and q as we have assumed 
* . ( ? ! » . ) > 0 
- 15 -
pro vide d n, > 0. 
Similarly 
4 M Ï ( « ' . * ' ) I V + 4) > o 
for any admissible n,i + ey . 
As a result, by substituting (15) and using the invariance of the product (17) for expression (18) 
we conclude that icr any admissible state V and admissable state 
{V+{S'iq(s',t')} (t'.p'.l)- {s,q}(t(p),p,l)) with s'^s. 
U{V+[s',q(S',t')}(t',p',l)- [s,q) (t(p),p,l)} = 
nm 
A,,{q{S',t') | v ) 
Mq \'n.- e*M) 
<M? K) 
<t>,(q{s',t') |n,/+ el) 
\ *' 
A . ' 
x«>> 
fl..(ï(-',0) • 0.., • ^ • itf{l) + [l-l.(«(.',t'))1 - ^ ~ 
where 
Furthermore also by (15) it is valid that 
for q € S 
for 9 ^ 5 
n ( v + {s,q}(t(p),P',i)- K ? ] ( * ( P ) , P , I ) ) - n ( v ) 
for all p,p'. 
By substituting (22) and (24) into (21) and using 
as by (1) and recalling 
we can then rewrite (21) as 
E r , v (p ' | . )=£ r,,,(P ' |.)=i 
"i' = /V,*(.',«') f o r 9(*'»'') ^ 5 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
n(v) • * , ( Ï K ) • AI.,, • E *.,,(*!».) (25) 
16 
X,'(p» 
E p&W • \$ • A,,{q(s',t>)\ne 
»' é s,t' 
E ?#<*>• X.I-yL.ifaK*')!*.) • ^ ' • TÏ-R^I) 
»'e s,t' 
+ E p.^'' • { i -M«(-V')R')}J 
Noting that 
RÏ>{1) 
v.i rli 
and by virtue of (4) we thus obtain for (21) 
(26) 
U(V)- *.(?|JT f)-A«..,-E*.,f(pl».) • (27) 
p 
- 4 r r • ( E V' p # W • A.,(g(*',i') |n.,) + E X.((p) P.',(.P'),f' [ 1 - Mli'1,*1) I». )]) 
Now the partial reversibility conditions (7 and 8) need to be taken into account. When 
A,i(q{s',t') | n,) = 1 for o// «•',*' 
with p?}/}'* > 0 or p,<'i'^p' > 0, the second term within the bracket of (27) is equal to 0 and the 
equality of (20) and (27) and thus (21) directly foUow from the traffic equations (6) and (1). 
When however 
A,i(q(s',t') | n , /+e , ' / ) < 1 for some s',t' 
with pl'y > 0 or p,VJ > 0 and assuming n, + e,'/ to be admissible, the partial reversibility conditions 
(7 and 8) reduce equation (27) to 
n ( v ) • 4>,(q\n.) •
 Mfif • E «,,,(H».) • 
p 
ITJ- {E ^M rW MÏ( ' ' . « ' ) l«.) + f1 - Miï'''*') 1".)}] 
so that also in this case equality of (20 and 21) is proven by the virtue of E P>'y = 1 an<^ equation (1). 
As the state V. station « and queue q of station * were arbitrarily chosen, we have hereby 
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verified (18) for any non-symmetric queue q. 
ii) Symmetrie Queue. Now consider a fixed queue q € {!,...,Q(s}} as well as a fixed position 
p E { l , . . ,n ,} at this queue. For convenience let t = i , p , f and r =r^q. In the following we verify (18) 
through (19) . 
The rate out of state V due to a change at position p of queue q is given by 
n(V).<S>,(q\n,)-Tl,,(p\n,).vtt 
The rate into state V due to a change at position p of queue q equals 
(29) 
Il[V + [a,q] (t,p,r+l)- \i,q]{t,p,r)) • $,{q\ne) • Tti,(p\n,) • v\ + (30) 
£ £ n ( V + { a',q(S',t') } (t',p',l) - [ s,q } (t.p.r)) • 
,',t>
 P' 
{*, '(?(«',*') l ^ + e,'!) • r , . i f (,»,,», (p'\n,, + e'J) • pft -A. {q \n, - ej) • S.t1(p |n.) j • a„e(r) + 
£ U{V+[S,q}(t,p',l)- [a,q]{t,p,r)) 
P' 
J * . ( ï | n . ) • r . , , ( p ' | n . ) • «/.' • E PÜ [l- Mq(s',t>) | n,,)] j • 5 . , , (p |n.) • aj(r) 
where as before v\i — ntiiq(,i<ti) for ? ( « V ) ^ 5 . 
By taking the remark made after equation (21) and also equation (23) into account we conclude 
similarly to (22) and (24) that: 
U{V + [,,q] (t,p,r+l)- [s,q}(t,p,r))=U(V) ' /?. '(r+1) 
Ri(r) 
U{V + [»,q] [t.p',1)- \s,q] (t,p,r)) = U(V) | i ? * ( 1 ) 
\Rt(r) 
n{v + [^qCf,n} ( ' y . i ) - [»,q](*,p,r)) =n (V) . [ - V 
:3i) 
(3-2) 
'331 
A,i(q{s',t') | n,,[ 
A {q I ». - e«') 
$ . ( ? k ) 
0 . ' ( ? (*',<') ! " . ' + e,*') 
1.( ?(«' ,<')) • r,'/ • /?,','(1) [ l - l , ( ? ( * ' , * ' ) ) ! 
[/*,',,{.',t') • Tl • Rt(r) 
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By substituting (31), (32) and (33) into (30) and using 
E r,,f,(p'|0 = S r , , , ( P ' | - ) = 1 
P' P' 
as by (1) and recalling 
vt> = /V,?(»'|i') for ?(«',f') € 5 
Similarly to (24) we can rewrite (30) as: 
u(V) • <M?F.) • r.,,(p|n.) [Rl(r)) 
\Ri{r+l) + 
S;,(P ln«) 
r.,,(p|n,) 
«.'(r) E Vtt • *$ • A,,{q(s',t>) 
» ' | S,t' 
n.') 
E Ptt • ^ • Mg(s',t')\n,') • uf, • r$ • i t f ( l ) + 
«'€ S,(' 
E x.' • *# • 
1 - A,,{q(s',t')\nB,) u\ r\ R\{\) 
K 
The symmetry condition (2) and expression (26) reduce this expression (34) to: 
n ( F ) • * . ( g | n . ) • r . , f ( p | n . ) • - £ - • k ' ( r + l ) + ' ' ^ • 
E ^ ' • VZ • A,\q{^n\nA E X.' • PÜ • {l-A,{q(s',t')\ 
1 
with 
RUr) =Rt(r+l) + *.V) 
\v: T 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
According to (5), equality of (29) and (35) (and thus (30)) now follows similarly to that of (20) 
and (27) as based upon the trafBc equation (6) and the partial reversibility condition (7 and 8). We 
have thus verified (19) for any p so that (18) is also secured. With V station s and queue q arbitrarily 
chosen, (18) is thus guaranteed also for any symmetrie queue which completes the proof of theorem 1. 
Remark. 
i) A similar product form expression can be given that only concerns the total queue length at each 
station by averaging (17) over the various job types. 
ii) The results are directly applicable to open networks. To this end, one only needs to adjust the 
traffic equations (6) to include exterior arrivals and departures. The details are Standard and there-
fore omitted. 
5. Application Examples 
In the following we present some examples satisfying (11) and (12). As we will be concerned 
with a fixed station s we omit the subscript s throughout these examples. 
5.1. Blocking 
i) Common Pool 
Clearly, a first example of interdependent blocking of parallel queues which satisfies (11) or rather 
(13) and (14), is obtained by imposing a common capacity constraint or limited pool on the parallel 
queues, as by 
ƒ 1 if n < M 
Ml\n) = { o otherwise 
with n total number of jobs, some constant M and regardless of q. 
ii) Hierarchical Sharing 
Suppose that there are 4 job types and a separate queue for each of them at a particular station s. 
No more than Mt jobs of type t can be stored for t =1, . . . ,4 but also jobs of type 1 and 2 have to share 
a limited device for at most M5 jobs and of type 3 and 4 for at most Me while all queues jointly have to 
share a restricted device for no more than M-j jobs. 
20-
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 
Type 4 
M 
M 
M 
M 
} 
} 
M 5 ^ 
OM ' 
Uj 
Figure 3. 
The convexity condition (14) is directly verified with B, the set of all states such that 
n
1
 < M* • for t = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 
n
1
 + n2 < M5 
n
z
 + n* < M6 
n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 < M 7 
Note that this structure is covered by [5,16] as an entire network while assuming exponential 
inputs. Our description allows this structure just as a station and does no t require exponentiality condi-
tions. 
iii) Synchronous Servicing 
Again suppose that each queue is associated with a particular job-type and with a capacity con-
straint of M ' for queue t, for t = 1 , 2 , . . . , T. Each queue however wishes to operate as an infinite server 
queue to which purpose it borrows the required number of servers from a central depot with a capacity 
of M servers when possible. A type-i job however requires a service by bf servers simultaneously. If 
upon arrival of a type-i job only less than bl servers are available the job is rejected. 
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M 
M l 
nV 
> |\/1 servers 
n b 
Figure 4. 
As above, the convexity condition (14) is verified with B, the set of all states such that 
n ' < M* for t = 1 , . . . , T (39) 
n1 61 + .... + nT bT < M 
This system is treated by [9,16,35] as a total network model with exponential input assumptions. 
Here we allow such a station within a network and we do no t require exponentiality for multiserver dis-
ciplines. 
5.2. Servicing 
i) Processor Skaring 
A s a first example satisfying (12) assume that each job type has a particular queue while all 
queues share a single processor by ratio of jobs. More precisely, with m» the n u m b e r of jobs at queue q 
and m the total number of all queues for a given vector n, (12) is guaranteed by 
$(<7 k) = — 
m 
with as correspondinp- product for a given vector n with jobs present from types tu...,tz: 
f40) 
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( " , 1 ' ) - ; ( ^ ) (41) 
ii) Global Accelaration 
Each queue may have an individual service rate function bu t excess of a threshold value by the 
total workload at the station, may enforce a common accelaration of all individual queues . More pre-
cisely, with mq and m as defined above and arbitrary functions $ ( m ) and <I>'(m'), condition (12) is 
satisfied by 
4>(? |n) = $ ( m ) $ ? ( r o ? ) (42) 
For a given vector n the product becomes 
n Qjë) m? 
tn *(*)] n n *»•(*) («) 
For example, with 
[ 1 if m < L 
*("* ) = \ 2 if m>L ( 4 4 ) 
the service speed of each queue is doubled as soon as the total n u m b e r exceeds a limit L. This seems 
realistic in various applications. 
iii) L o cal Accelaration 
As another example of parallel servicing the service rate at one queue may be speeded up by each 
additional job at another queue. This may reflect for instance a more efficiënt utilization of a joint pro-
cessor when more jobs are present or a more greedy use of resource when a queue views more resource 
competitors in its envi ronment . For example, with 2 job types and a separate queue for each of them, 
one can verify the service invariance condition (12) with 
* ( l | ( n „ n a ) ) = 2 " 2 ( B l > 0 ) (45) 
* ( 2 | ( n 1 , n 2 ) ) = 2 n i ( n 2 > 0 ) 
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6. Conclusion 
A product form expression is established for queueing networks of collected parallel queues with 
interdependent servicing and blocking. The expression unifies various product form results such as for 
reversible networks with blocking, networks without blocking but station interdependent servicing and 
networks with mixed exponential (e.g., FCFS) and nonexponential (e.g., Processor Sharing) queues, 
but also allows for instance examples with non-reversible routing and blocking. A sufficiënt condition 
for this product form to hold is given in concrete terms of servicing and of blocking functions. Various 
practical examples such as with synchronous servicing, hierarchical blocking or resource sharing can so 
be concluded directly. The product form is insensitive to service distributional forms at symmetrie 
queues. The proof is notationally complex but conceptually straightforward and self-contained as based 
upon different partial balance notions. Variations such as with zero service speeds and modified block-
ing protocols can easily be built in. 
7. Table of Symbols 
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N N u m b e r of Stations 
T Number of Job Types 
S Set of Symmetrie Queues 
s Station n u m b e r 
g Queue Number at a Station 
t Job Type Number of a Job 
r N u m b e r of Residual Exponential Service Phases of a Job 
Q{s) Number of Queues at Station s 
q(s,t) Fixed Queue Number of a Type t Job at Station s 
nl Number of Type ( jobs at station s 
m' N u m b e r of Jobs at Queue q of station s 
n, = (n , 1 , . . . , n , ï ) Configuration of Certain Type Job Numbers at s 
m,-=(m.l,...,m?M) Configuration of Queue Lengths at Queues of s 
P.,7 Routing Probability from Station s to s' and from type t to t' 
-4.(9 |«,) Acceptance Probability of Queue q at station s 
0 ( 9 |n.) Total Service Speed of Queue q at station s 
5
«,»(P M Probability of Position p at queue q at station s 
r
«,?(p K ) Service Fraction of Position p at q at s 
^.
( Exponential Phase Parameter of Type t job at station s E S 
r.' Mean Service Requ i rement of Type t job at station s € S 
/<«,« Exponential Service Parameter at Queue q of station s E S 
«.'(*) Probability of a Type t job at station s E S for k phases 
x.' Traffic Parameter of a Type t job at station s 
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